
Rabbi Joseph ben Ephraim Karo (1488 – March 24, 1575) was author of the last great                        

codification of Jewish law, the Shulchan Aruch.  

The Beit Yosef’s Famous Chanukah Question – excerpted from Rabbi Gil Student 

Chanukah is less an orphan holiday than Shavuos but it still received little attention in ancient 

rabbinic literature. Lacking classical texts — the books of Maccabees are outside the Jewish 

canon and the Talmud discusses the holiday only 

briefly — contemporary rabbis have to be creative in 

crafting discussion material for the holiday. Sermons 

and lectures generally focus on the limited topics of 

the “Al Ha-Nissim” prayer, the Rambam’s description 

of the holiday and minutia of candle lighting. One is-

sue that has captured rabbinic imagination is what has 

become known as “the Beis Yosef’s question.” 

R. Yosef Karo, in his Beis Yosef (Orach Chaim 670), asks why we celebrate Chanukah for eight 

days. According to the Talmudic explanation of the holiday (Shabbos 21b), when the Jews            

reconquered the Temple they found a single, sealed bottle of pure oil that would last for only 

a day but miraculously lasted for eight days until more pure oil could be manufactured and 

delivered. R. Karo asks why we celebrate Chanukah for eight days, since no miracle occurred 

on the first — only on the subsequent seven days. 

Chanukah Day 8—Eight Days of Celebration 

R. Karo offers three answers to this question but subsequent thinkers have challenged them 

and offered alternatives. His is the question that launched a thousand sermons. In 1962, R. 

Yerachmiel Zelcer published his Ner Le-Me’ah, a collection of 100 answers to the                                  

Beis Yosef’s question…. 

Here are extremely brief summaries of 25 answers from R. Zelcer’s enjoyable book. The first 

three are offered by the Beis Yosef and the rest by others.   

https://www.bonimbyachad.org/chanukah2 
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